Copyright ⓒ 2017 HSST 774 and future directions for improvement will be discussed. It is necessary to discuss various methods and procedures for resolving election laws and problems that will provide good election broadcasting debate for voters.
Abstract
Election is a flower of democracy and democratic citizens are the right act to determine their representatives. In most representative democracies today, elections are one of the institutions that realize national sovereignty and serve as a fundamental element of democracy. Recently Korean election culture has been improved by the strict application of the election law and the improvement of voters' consciousness. With the revision of the electoral law in 2004, electoral campaigns were introduced to reduce the number of offline election campaigns and to strengthen the online media campaign. But there are still problems to be improved on election broadcasting. The purpose of this paper is to explore the development of the debate on TV election broadcasting and to explore the possibility of the development of the election debate from the viewpoint of the administration based on the current status and influence of the current election broadcast news and TV debate, The problems of TV debate in Korea will be discussed 
